
RIMLESS TECHNOLOGY
BOASTS A POWERFUL EVEN FLUSH

BACTERIA RESISTANT

EASY TO CLEAN

Our rimless technology ensures every surface of your toilet is easy 
to clean, even in those diffi  cult to reach places. Bacteria no longer 
has a place to hide as the corners and crevices under the rim of a 
traditional toilet are now a thing of the past. 



Range:
Article Name: 
Article Code:
SAP Code:
Barcode:

Description:

Finish:

Spares:

Installation Instructions:

Features & Benefits:

SPECIFICATIONS:

Mass 30kg     
Volume 0.084m3

ENTICE 
RIMLESS BTW PAN
431300WH
CENTWHPA-2CO0372
6005826060898

Back to wall pan

Back to wall back inlet rimless 
pan and thermoset soft close 
seat. Compatible with concealed 
cistern, duct cistern or 
concealed flush valve

Vitreous China

1. Low volume flush as the pan 
flushes effectively on just 4.5 
litres of water 
2. Easy to clean as the rim is 
entirely exposed 
3. Bacteria resistant as there is no 
place for germs to hide

1. 8523Z100 
Entice Slimline seat 
2. 8852Z100 
Entice seat hinge x2

1. Prepare water inlet and outlet heights and ensure 
plumbing is in correct position. 
2. Attach brackets to floor. Place pan into position to 
ensure that brackets are in correct position. Remove pan 
and apply thin layer of silicone sealant to floor surface. 
Place pan back into position and fix screw to the bracket. 
3. Flush the water line 
4. Fit double flap seat 
5. Complete all plumbing connections and test flush 
6. Always use silicone sealant or equivalent between the 
pan and the finished floor and wall surfaces for a secure 
and neat installation. 
NOTE: The warranty will not apply to any product installed 
with cement

• Low volume fl ush as the pan      
   fl ushes effectively on just 4.5     
   litres of water
• Easy to clean as the rim is 
   entirely exposed 
• Bacteria resistant as there is no  
   place for germs to hide

1. 8523Z100 Entice Slimline seat 

2. 8852Z100 Entice seat hinge x2

3. 8447Z000 Pan fl oor mounting bracket set

Specifi	cations:

Mass	30kg
Volume	0.0084m3



Range:
Article Name: 
Article Code:
SAP Code:
Barcode:

Description:

Finish:

Spares:

Installation Instructions:

Features & Benefits:

SPECIFICATIONS:

Mass 19kg     
Volume 0.070m3

URBAN LIFE 
RIMLESS WALL HUNG PAN
439400WH
CURB50WH-2CO0377
6005826067026

Wall hung pan

Wall hung back inlet rimless pan 
and thermoset soft close seat. 
Compatible with concealed 
cistern, duct cistern or 
concealed flush valve

Vitreous China

1. Low volume flush as the pan 
flushes effectively on just 4.5 
litres of water 
2. Easy to clean as the rim is 
entirely exposed 
3. Bacteria resistant as there is no 
place for germs to hide

4393Z100 
Urban Life / Charisma seat  

8852Z100x2 
Entice seat hinge  

1. Determine pan height, prepare water inlet and outlet 
heights and adjust threaded rods to height of pan fixing 
holes. 
2. Fit floor bracket into recessed wall and floor, then 
complete brickwork. Alternatively complete brickwork 
then fit bolt-through-the-wall bracket. 
3. Place pan into position, tighten nuts and place CP 
dome cover over nuts. NOTE: Do not over tighten.    
4. Flush the water line then fit double flap seat 
5. Complete all plumbing connections and test flush to 
ensure all connections are watertight. 

• Low volume fl ush as the pan      
   fl ushes effectively on just 4.5     
   litres of water
• Easy to clean as the rim is 
   entirely exposed 
• Bacteria resistant as there is no  
   place for germs to hide

1. 4393Z100 Urban Life / Charisma seat 

2. 8852Z100 Entice seat hinge x2

Specifi	cations:

Mass	19kg 
Volume	0.0070m3

































 



 


 


 


1. 8523Z100 
Entice Slimline seat

2. 8882Z100 
Entice seat hinge x2
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1. 8523Z100 Entice Slimline seat 

2. 8882Z100 Entice seat hinge x2

3. 8447Z000 Pan floor mounting bracket set

Specifications:

	 				Mass									Volume
Pan:									24.00kg     0.104m3

Cistern:			11.00kg     0.029m3

































 



 


 


 


1. 8523Z100 Entice Slimline seat

2. 8882Z100 Entice seat hinge x2
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1. 8523Z100 Entice Slimline seat 

2. 8882Z100 Entice seat hinge x2

3. 8447Z000 Pan floor mounting bracket set

Specifications:

	 				Mass									Volume
Pan:									24.00kg     0.086m3

Cistern:			11.00kg     0.026m3



@VaalSanitaryware

CONTACT US ON

016 360 6000

(0) 861 21 21 21

Website:
https://vaal.lixil.co.za/

Social Media:

Telephone:

Cnr Lilly and Morris Streets,

Meyerton, Gauteng

South Africa


